
 

 

New products: 
Grespania’s new Krimiss Series was developed exclusively for the American market. The 
elegance and sophistication of marble is captured by emulating imported natural stone. 
However Grespania maximizes the look of marble with three color options: Beige (the 
natural color of the sample stone), Ivory (a light, clean color) and sinter which 
resembles a silver travertine. Krimiss is available in wide ranging formats in floor tile and 
semi-polished and matte finishes. The line also includes a 10 x 16 wall tile in gloss finish 
which is one of Grespania’s first wall tiles created using inkjet printing.  
 
Highlights:  
Grespania’s reputation rests on the solid foundations of innovation, quality, service and 
responsibility. Since 1976, continuous investment and the constant application of the 
latest advance in the production of wall coverings and flooring have secured the 
company’s position as a world leader. Its designs are varied and versatile and the latest 
collections are suited to new uses and settings. Grespania has three factories 
incorporating the latest technologies and most advanced manufacturing processes 
devoted to the production of porcelain tiles and white-bodied wall tiles. 
 
Between 2005 and 2008 it put two new production plants into operation. It replaced the 
Castellón floor tile works with a state of the art factory to produce porcelain stoneware 
using the most advanced manufacturing techniques. Among the improvements 
introduced in this plant is the new “technological tower”, a highly sophisticated structure 
that offers unlimited versatility for the production process. The tower—twenty-four 
metres (almost 79 feet tall) —consists of four levels where the clays for the porcelain 
stoneware are blended, batched and distributed according to whether they are to be 
used in glazed or “technical” tiles and according to the effect it is desired to obtain—
scales, granulation or veins, amongst others. The whole process is completely 
automated. In 2008 Grespania opened a new plant in Nules to produce monoporous wall 
tiles, which included the enlargement of the “intelligent” warehouse.  
 
The warehouse is completely computerized, covers a surface area of 22,000 square 
metres and has a storage capacity of 60,000 pallets. In addition, it contains an 
intelligent zone in which 27,000 pallets can be stored at 17 levels. In the intelligent zone 
each pallet is entered into stock, tracked and managed by a powerful computer system 
that receives the orders to be dispatched, locates and extracts the desired products and 
sends them to the order-preparation section. Furthermore, the computer system can 
provide information for any client, anywhere in the world and at any time, on the 
availability of material in our warehouse and order status in real time. 
 
Website  
Please visit www.grespania.es 


